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Great Wolf Lodge Pocono Mountains Debuts
First of its Kind Interactive Waterslide
Slideboarding Gaming Experience Is All Wet
Madison, WI (June 27, 2015) – Today, Great Wolf Lodge, the premier indoor waterpark resort in the
Pocono Mountains, officially opened its new waterslide experience, Slideboarding, to excited resort
guests. To help with the festivities, the resort’s own Wiley the Wolf helped cut the “Goggle Garland”
after the first father/son team came splashing down from their competitive ride.
Slideboarding is a unique water slide attraction, and the first of its kind on the East Coast. The fun
experience begins when riders choose their Slideboard and enter their player name – or avatar – at
the attraction’s entrance. From there, the interactive journey begins with a video game that is truly
all wet.
Before sliding into action, riders choose their favorite type of music from an expansive playlist, and
then take their position on the unique Slideboard. From there, the transition from passive rider to
active player begins. Throughout the slide, LED lights flash and light up, encouraging the player to
click corresponding colored buttons on the handles of the Slideboard. The game experience ends
with a splash and the eager anticipation of earning the day’s high score.
The Great Wolf Lodge Pocono Mountains has two Slideboarding attractions in its indoor waterpark.
Later this summer, Great Wolf Lodge Williamsburg, in Virginia, will also debut a Slideboarding
attraction for its guests.
###
About Great Wolf Lodge:
Great Wolf Lodge is North America’s largest family of indoor waterpark resorts and the brand
leader in the waterpark resort industry. Great Wolf Lodge is a first-class, full service, year-round
destination resort. Extending far beyond waterparks, Great Wolf Resorts provides families with
quality accommodations, exceptional service, as well as popular proprietary amenities all under
one roof – creating family traditions, one family at a time. For more information on Great Wolf
Resorts and its brand of indoor waterpark resorts, visit greatwolf.com.

